The PC3 working group of the NCI Cohort Consortium are: 1) To provide information on prostate cancer resources available across the cancer epidemiology cohorts, including biorepositories; 2) To create a forum for investigators interested in proposing collaborative studies across the cohorts; 3) As a group, to identify topics in which a collaborative study would be more successful, such as when an exposure category or disease subtype is rare and where power would be an issue; 4) To synergize the expertise of the diverse working group members in order to accelerate science on prostate cancer epidemiology.

Agenda for November 30, 2018 Meeting

a. Brief summary of prostate cancer data and biospecimen resources across cohorts
b. Brief updates on potential PC3 projects discussed at last year’s meeting
c. Discussion of potential criteria for prioritization of research projects in PC3
d. Discussion of methods for collaboration in PC3
   I. Building upon the infrastructure of other collaborative projects
   II. Data/Material Transfer Agreements
   III. Pooling and harmonizing of data
   IV. Access to data
e. Discussion of initial PC3 Group Papers
   I. Definitions of PC for epidemiologic research – update and next steps
   II. Prostate cancer risk factor consensus panel – update and next steps
f. Charge for future calls
g. AOB